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The National Governors Association (NGA), founded in 1908, is the 
instrument through which the nation’s governors collectively influence  
the development and implementation of national policy and apply  
creative leadership to state issues. Its members are the governors  
of the 50 states, three territories and two commonwealths.

 

The NGA Center for Best Practices is the nation’s only dedicated consulting  
firm for governors and their key policy staff. The Center’s mission is to develop  
and implement innovative solutions to public policy challenges. Through the  
staff of the Center, governors and their policy advisors can:

•	 Quickly	learn	about	what	works,	what	doesn’t,	and	what	lessons	can	be	
learned from other governors grappling with the same problems;

•	 Obtain	assistance	in	designing	and	implementing	new	programs	or	in	
making current programs more effective;

•	 Receive	up-to-date	comprehensive	information	about	what	is	happening	in	
other state capitals and in Washington, D.C., so governors are aware of 
cutting edge policies; and

•	 Learn	about	emerging	national	trends	and	their	implications	for	states,	 
so governors can prepare to meet future demands.

For more information about NGA and the Center for Best Practices,  
please visit www.nga.org. 
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The long-term health of each state’s economy rests on the state’s ability to 
educate and eventually employ citizens who contribute to its economy 
by filling jobs in a variety of sectors. With the globalization of the econo-
my and shifts in supply and demand for a wide variety of occupations, 
students in public schools need effective teachers and effective princi-
pals to achieve at higher levels and to compete both nationally and inter-
nationally. 

Teacher effectiveness is the primary influence on student achievement, 
followed by principal effectiveness.1 Given this reality, state efforts to im-
prove student achievement should focus on workforce policies and prac-
tices, and on workforce funding decisions that improve the quality of the 
education workforce. To do this, governors should consider a compre-
hensive human capital approach that strategically invests in teachers 
and principals and that, in turn, can improve student outcomes. 

Governors should consider two approaches when adopting a compre-
hensive human capital approach to build a high-quality education work-
force. The first is a cost-neutral approach that includes the redistribution 
of funds from ineffective human capital investments that do not result in 
student achievement gains to investments that are more strategic in na-
ture and that show promise in terms of their effectiveness. This approach 
requires an examination of state policies, regulations, and legislation 
that pertain to the public education workforce. 

The second approach requires new and sustainable investments in the 
way teachers and principals are recruited, trained, and compensated. In 
the current economic situation, this approach may encounter resistance 
in terms of the costs associated with the investments. However, connect-
ing new and sustainable investments in human capital with larger eco-
nomic initiatives within a state may diminish such resistance. 

While not all of the approaches highlighted in this guide are mature 
enough to provide us with data regarding their impact, they hold great 
promise because they are grounded in research, and early data indicate 
that they are working to improve the education workforce. Many of the 
strategies and recommendations in this guide are not novel, but the 
comprehensive approach the guide proposes is. Efforts to improve the 
education workforce through disconnected, disjointed initiatives have 

Executive Summary
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proven ineffective or not effective enough to jus-
tify the investments required. Therefore, the rec-
ommendations in this guide are interdependent. 
That is, in order to successfully develop a high-
quality education workforce, governors should 
employ each of these recommendations rather 
than taking a piecemeal approach. 

Research on effective teaching and school lead-
ership points to three areas of concern in the ed-
ucation workforce: how teachers and principals 
are recruited into the profession, how teachers 
and principals are trained and licensed, and how 
to retain effective teachers and principals once 
they enter the profession. These three problems 
serve as the basis for each of the guide’s three 
strategies for states: 

1.  Selectively recruit prospective teachers to 
the teaching profession and effective teach-
ers to school leadership positions through 
more rigorous admissions standards to prep-
aration programs and through investments 
in compensation models to change market 
conditions; 

2.  Improve the preservice training of prospective 
teachers and principals to ensure that teach-
ers and principals are prepared to improve 
student achievement; and

3.  Work to retain the most effective teachers and 
principals by developing pay for contribution 
compensation models; monitoring and im-
proving working conditions; providing teach-
ers and principals with feedback about their 
effectiveness; and developing data systems 
that provide states with valuable information 
about the recruitment and retention of effec-
tive teachers and principals as well as about 
teacher and principal effectiveness. 

The guide includes recommendations for state 
action on each strategy. It includes examples of 
both cost-neutral strategies and strategies that 
require new and sustainable investments to pro-
vide states with a range of options as they con-
sider improving the education workforce. 
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Why Is a Human Capital Strategy 
Necessary?

Human capital refers to the skills and knowledge of workers. In public 
education, the quality of human capital has particular significance be-
cause the level of skills and breadth of knowledge among workers signifi-
cantly impacts how much students learn. It also has significance because 
states provide 46.5 percent of the funds used to support public education.2 
More than 80 percent of those funds support salaries for public school 
personnel.3 Despite extraordinary investments in public education em-
ployees, students in the United States lag behind their international peers. 
The United States is now ranked 10th relative to the proportion of stu-
dents who graduate from high school. U.S. students rank 21st, 25th, and 
15th in science, mathematics, and reading, respectively, despite growing 
investments in preschool education; science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) education; high school reform; and college 
preparation.4 

Research shows that teacher quality is the primary influence on student 
achievement.5 Research also indicates that effective school leaders not 
only influence student learning, but also have the ability to dramatically 
improve student achievement.6 Because research identifies teachers and 
principals as the two primary forces behind improving student achieve-
ment, professional and financial investments in teachers and principals 
are essential to not only ensure U.S. students remain competitive inter-
nationally, but to close achievement gaps among students in the United 
States. Consider the following:

•	 	Hispanic	and	African-American	students	are	typically	four	grade	lev-
els behind their Caucasian peers;7

•	 	Only	a	 little	more	than	half	of	all	Hispanics	and	African-American	
students graduate from high school;8 

•	 	The	United	States	ranks	eighth	among	member	nations	of	the	Organi-
sation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) in the 
size of achievement gaps in mathematics and sixth in the size of 
achievement gaps in problemsolving;9 

•	 	Minority	students	in	urban	areas	are	more	likely	to	be	taught	by	nov-
ice teachers who may not have the content knowledge to teach the 
courses assigned to them;10 and 

•	 	Minority	students	in	urban	areas	are	more	likely	to	attend	a	school	led	
by a principal who is rated by teachers as being “weak.”11 
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This guide proposes that governors can gener-
ate a better return on investments in the educa-
tion workforce by implementing initiatives and 
comprehensive policies that influence the pro-
fessional practices of the workforce. The guide 
highlights innovative approaches that states, 
local school districts, and national foundations 
have undertaken to address human capital 
challenges in the education workforce. These 
innovative approaches offer insight into strate-
gies that redirect some human capital funding 
to initiatives that can ultimately improve not 
only the achievement of students, but also their 
international competitiveness. 

Although states have made progress in address-
ing some workforce challenges, the absence of a 
comprehensive, state-led strategy has resulted 
in many districts lacking the capacity needed to 
ensure that all students are taught by effective 
teachers in schools led by effective principals. 
This guide proposes a framework of three broad 
and interdependent strategies that operate col-
lectively to improve the education workforce 
and ultimately achieve greater gains in student 
achievement. Included are recommendations 
for state action as well as examples of the best 
practices in human capital strategy found in 

states, local school districts, and national foun-
dations. States are encouraged to adopt and 
modify the recommendations depending on a 
state’s specific education workforce needs. Im-
plementation of the strategies in isolation may 
produce modest gains in student achievement, 
but they will not produce the broad-scale gains 
necessary to ensure that all students achieve at 
higher levels. 

Companies, corporations, and institutions all 
over the world invest not only in their workforce, 
but also in data systems that provide informa-
tion about what is effective, what is ineffective, 
and how to change the trajectory. For governors 
to build a stronger education workforce and to 
capitalize on investments made in the work-
force, states must be able to decipher what in-
puts—the investments made in teachers and 
principals—produce the strongest outputs—
namely, improvements in student achievement. 
To do that will require data systems that link the 
inputs with the outputs. Without such data sys-
tems, states will lack the information necessary 
to determine which human capital investments 
are worth investing in and which investments 
should be discontinued because they do not im-
pact student achievement in meaningful ways. 
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Why States Must Act Now

Given the growing complexity of the global economy, efforts to remain 
internationally competitive must address the quality of the public educa-
tion workforce. Additionally, states are faced with continued disparities 
in student achievement among minority students and students living in 
poverty. This issue is particularly acute as students in this country are 
becoming more diverse. It is important for states to evaluate the way 
teachers and principals are recruited, trained, and retained to determine 
if the policies currently in place provide students with access to the most 
effective and well-trained teachers and principals possible. 

The annual teacher turnover rate is currently 16.8 percent.12 Among prin-
cipals, the rate is higher. Within a three-year period, more than 50 per-
cent of all principals leave their leadership posts and exit the education 
profession, move to another school, or accept promotions within a dis-
trict. There is also an impending barrage of retirements by both teachers 
and principals in the next 10 to 20 years. It is expected that nearly 95,000 
teachers will retire this year alone.13 These developments create an im-
perative for change because the need to attract talented and effective 
teachers and principals will increase.

According to a recent report commissioned by the global consultancy 
firm McKinsey and Company, what separates the world’s top-performing 
school systems from low-performing ones in the United States is this 
country’s well-documented, comparative inability to attract and retain 
highly effective teachers. Consider the following trends, which charac-
terize the U.S. education workforce today:

•	 	The	United	States	has	experienced	a	rapid	decline	in	talent	among	the	
new	teachers	it	hires.	
In 1964, one in five new teachers scored in the 90th percentile on 
their high school achievement tests—only one in 10 new teachers do 
so today.14 

•	 	The	United	States	recruits	less	capable	candidates	into	public		
education	than	its	global	competitors	do.
At the same time that the relative ability of the American teaching 
workforce has waned, the world’s top-performing school systems se-
cure their entire elementary and secondary school workforce from 
among the top third of their college graduates—for example, the top 5 
percent in South Korea, the top 10 percent in Finland, and the top 30 
percent in Singapore and Hong Kong.15 
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•	 	The	United	States	employs	little	selectivity	
when	recruiting	teachers	and	school	leaders.	
According to U.S. News and World Report, Penn 
State University’s business school, which rank- 
ed 43rd in the nation, accepted less than 25 
percent of applicants. Meanwhile, Penn State’s 
School of Education, a top 10 program in 
school administration, accepted 50 percent of 
applicants for admission. Standards for ad-
mission to teacher preparation programs are 
low or nonexistent as well. Currently, only 15 
states have established minimum admissions 
requirements for individuals seeking a degree 
in a teacher preparation program. In cases 
where standards have not been established by 
states, the responsibility for establishing ad-
missions standards for teacher preparation 
programs is delegated to postsecondary insti-
tutions. 

•	 	Preservice	training	for	both	teachers	and	
principals	does	not	focus	on	student	learning.
In the age of high-stakes accountability, teach-
ers and principals must focus their attention 
on student learning. Teachers need more 
training on how to differentiate instruction to 
meet the needs of a diverse student popula-
tion. Most teacher preparation programs fail 
to teach teachers to use data to drive instruc-
tion and focus too heavily on pedagogy at the 
expense of content. Preparation programs fre-
quently narrow their focus on the inputs made 
to train teachers and ignore ascertaining 
whether the teachers they produce have the 
requisite skills to be effective once they are 
employed. 

Furthermore, not all states require teacher 
candidates to hold a major in the subject they 
are preparing to teach. Students in rural and 
urban areas are more likely to be taught by a 
teacher who is not certified in the subject area 
he or she has been assigned to teach. In schools 
with a high concentration of students living in 

poverty, 34 percent of the classes are taught by 
teachers who are not certified to teach in the 
subject they have been assigned, compared to 
19 percent in a school with a lower concentra-
tion of students living in poverty.16 

For principals, preparation programs also 
fall short.17 An evaluation by the Southern Re-
gional Education Board found that principal 
preparation programs do not prepare princi-
pals to recognize effective instruction, a skill 
necessary for improving student achieve-
ment.18 Additionally, internship experiences 
for principals are not closely supervised by 
university faculty and do not require aspiring 
principals to lead school improvement efforts 
as preparation for the principalship. 

•	 	Teacher	and	principal	turnover	rates	are	high.
Currently, the annual average for teacher turn-
over is 16.8 percent.19 This rate is nearly double 
in urban and rural districts in schools labeled 
“hard-to-staff.” While not all teacher turnover 
is a negative occurrence, it is costly for states—
both in terms of employee replacement costs, 
but also costs associated with lower student 
achievement among students who are taught 
by inexperienced teachers who might replace 
experienced teachers. This problem is espe-
cially acute in urban or rural hard-to-staff 
schools where students are more likely to be 
taught by inexperienced teachers who may 
not be licensed in the content area they 
teach. 

Among principals, the turnover rate is over 
50 percent in the first three years.20 While 
teachers create a natural pipeline for princi-
pals, more than 40 percent of currently em-
ployed principals will retire by 2010, further 
adding to concerns about filling school lead-
ership vacancies. 
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A Framework for Building a  
High-Quality Education Workforce 

To implement a human capital approach to improving the effectiveness  
of the K-12 education workforce, states should take the following actions:

1.   Selectively recruit prospective teachers and principals to the profes-
sion; 

2.   Improve the preservice training of prospective teachers and princi-
pals; and

3.   Work to retain the most effective teachers and principals. 

Selectively	Recruit	Prospective	Teachers	and		
Principals	to	the	Profession

Many states have tried to address improving the selectivity of prospective 
teachers by making the requirements for licensure more rigorous, only to 
find that more rigorous licensure requirements do not necessarily im-
prove selectivity. State efforts to improve selectivity should not only focus 
on creating more rigor in the preparation and licensure process, they also 
must create the market conditions that make the additional, more rigor-
ous licensure requirements worth a prospective teacher’s or principal’s 
investment of time and money. Creating such market conditions centers 
around both improving the compensation teachers and principals receive 
and creating monetary incentives for the contributions teachers and 
principals make to student achievement. Additionally, creating favorable 
market conditions includes the improvement of working conditions in 
schools. States should also consider making regulatory changes to isolate 
the factors associated with preservice training and licensure that research 
indicates impact student achievement. 

Economic market theory tells us that for an individual to be motivated to 
pursue a career in any profession, the profession must be more attractive 
than the available alternatives.21 In most cases, the education profession 
does not present an attractive alternative to other professions. In the case 
of teachers, salaries are low compared to those earned by college gradu-
ates in other professions. In addition, the working conditions are less 
than desirable. In working conditions surveys, teachers report feeling 
unsafe, unsupported, and undervalued—all important problems that 
keep individuals from thriving professionally.22 Ultimately, the nation’s 
best and brightest (and potentially the most effective teachers) are lost to 
other professions where the pay is higher and the working conditions 
positively influence professional satisfaction.23
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In an effort to recruit a more selective teaching 
workforce, Teach for America (TFA) was devel-
oped. The initial idea for TFA was proposed in a 
graduate student’s thesis and was undergirded by 
the theory that graduates of the country’s most 
selective postsecondary institutions could be en-
ticed to the teaching profession if they could  
become part of a highly selective corps of educa-
tors. Since 1990, TFA has selectively recruited 
graduates from some of the country’s most selec-
tive postsecondary institutions, including Har-
vard, Yale, and Duke universities. In 2008, more 
than 24,000 college graduates applied for a TFA 
job, but only 3,700 were hired. 

TFA looks at three criteria to select corps mem-
bers-leadership skills, a person’s tenacity in a chal-
lenging situation and grade point average (GPA). 
TFA has commissioned several studies of corps 
members to evaluate the impact of their service 
on student achievement. Although the studies 
overall have indicated that the impact is modest, 
some of the findings are important because they 
point to statistically significant differences in the 
achievement of students taught by TFA corps 
members. In one study, TFA teachers outper-
formed certified and veteran mathematics teach-
ers in their ability to improve student achieve-
ment in one school year.24 In the same study,  
TFA teachers were found to be more effective than 
traditional teachers when end-of-course exam 
data were analyzed. Not only were end-of-course 
scores higher, students of TFA teachers with less 
experience outperformed their peers taught by 
traditionally trained teachers with more teaching 
experience.25 

Although the program is designed to employ new 
graduates as teachers for two years, some TFA 
teachers stay in the profession longer. Recently, 
TFA began to use its pool of teachers to identify 
and train school leaders. The organization’s 
School Leadership Initiative capitalizes on a TFA 
teacher’s experiences in urban and rural school 

districts by training them in conjunction with 
districts to become school leaders. Currently, 360 
TFA alumni serve as school principals across the 
country. 

The Chicago Teaching Fellows program selec-
tively recruits college graduates to teach in  
Chicago’s public schools. Potential fellows must 
have at least a 3.0 GPA to be eligible to apply. 
Fellows in this program are not certified teach-
ers, but become certified while teaching in a 
public school. The fellowship provides a preser-
vice institute to prepare fellows for their teaching 
assignment as well as financial assistance to de-
fray the costs of the coursework required to earn 
state certification. The program’s primary objec-
tive is to selectively recruit college graduates 
from various backgrounds to diversify the work-
force in the city’s schools. Dan Goldhaber indi-
cates in his 2008 report for the Center for Ameri-
can Progress that much of the improvement in 
Illinois schools is the result of Chicago’s efforts to 
more selectively hire teachers.26 

The Boston Teacher Residency program trains 
new teachers in much the same way that medical 
students are trained through residencies. Partici-
pants in the Boston Teacher Residency program 
receive a salary during a full year of training to 
become a teacher. They also are assigned a men-
tor teacher in the school in which they are placed. 
Residents receive an $11,100 stipend, plus a 
$10,000 loan to cover most of tuition. The major-
ity of residents commit to three years in a Boston 
public school classroom following the residency. 
For every year graduates work in the district, 
one-third of their student loan is forgiven. 

States should consider offering local education 
agencies startup grants to pilot teacher prepara-
tion academies that use selective criteria for ad-
missions and provide intense preservice training 
to prospective teachers. 
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As is the case in most professions, determining 
who will be an effective teacher is relatively diffi-
cult.27 However, there are some factors that may 
help determine if a teacher will be effective or not. 
Factors such as a prospective teacher’s SAT or 
ACT score, the selectivity of the postsecondary in-
stitution from which a teacher graduates, and a 
teacher’s GPA upon graduation have a lower and 
less consistent impact on student achievement, 
but to varying degrees they do matter. 

States should consider using their licensure  
authority to adopt minimum standards for  
admission to traditional teacher preparation  
programs and alternative teacher preparation  
programs to improve selectivity. Minimum 
standards could include minimum grade point 
averages and SAT or ACT scores for admission 
to teacher preparation programs. These efforts 
should be coupled with efforts to also improve 
the market conditions that will make the edu-
cation profession a more attractive professional 
option, such as pay for contribution and the  
improvement of working conditions. 

The decision to enter a principal preparation 
program is largely a matter of personal choice. 
Many critics of principal preparation programs 
cite self-selection into the programs as one of the 
problems that reduce the selectivity of prepara-
tion programs and diminish the overall quality of 
school leaders.28 

Determining who will be an effective school prin-
cipal is slightly easier than determining who will 
be an effective teacher because the competen-
ciesi required to be an effective teacher are similar 
to those required to be an effective school princi-

When	Attracting	Teachers	to	the	Profession,		

Is	There	a	Difference	Between	a	Qualified		

Teacher	and	an	Effective	Teacher?

Qualifications

since the federal no child left Behind (nclB) act established its defi-

nition of a “highly qualified” teacher, some confusion has arisen over 

what distinguishes a highly qualified teacher from a highly effective 

one.  nclB’s highly qualified teacher provision and most states’ teach-

er recruitment and hiring policies focus exclusively on the qualifica-

tions of teacher applicants (e.g., scores on certification and licensure 

exams and degrees earned). unfortunately, research has shown that 

these qualification indicators are an inaccurate predictor of a teacher’s 

actual effectiveness. 

Effectiveness

a large body of research indicates that some teachers are more effec-

tive at raising student achievement than others. as a result, teacher 

effectiveness is generally defined as the measurable amount an indi-

vidual educator improves student performance.  although value-add-

ed learning gains on assessments can serve as one indicator of effec-

tiveness,  states should also consider other measures when determining 

the effectiveness of a teacher. 

What	Should	States	Focus	On:	Qualifications	or	Effectiveness?	

states can benefit from using both approaches: a focus on candidates’ 

qualifications can serve as a baseline because they provide the only 

available information principals have when hiring new teachers with-

out work experience.  Because qualifications are not sufficient to en-

sure effectiveness,  states should enact workforce policies that enable 

principals to evaluate an educator’s effectiveness on multiple measures 

when making evaluation and promotion decisions after a teacher has 

been hired. 

i.  Competencies are defined as “consistent patterns of thinking, 
feeling, acting, and speaking.” The common competencies re-
ferred to for both effective teachers and principals are relative to 
the context of a turnaround school—a school in which condi-
tions are dire both academically and culturally. See: Lucy Steiner, 
Emily Hassel, and Bryan Hassel, School Turnaround Leaders: 
Competencies for Success and School Turnaround Teachers: Com-
petencies for Success (Chapel Hill, NC: Public Impact, 2008).
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pal. A prospective principal’s teaching record can 
be used to draw some conclusions regarding  
potential effectiveness. Using this information, 
states and school districts can improve the selec-
tivity of principal preparation programs by devel-
oping partnerships with universities that identify 
educators who have the potential to be effective 
school principals, thereby eliminating self-selec-
tion into these programs. Some states and school 
districts already have initiated such partnerships 
with postsecondary institutions, while others 
have partnered with philanthropic or nonprofit 
organizations, such as New Leaders for New 
Schools, to selectively admit and train prospec-
tive school principals. 

Launched in 2000, New Leaders for New Schools 
hand-selects all of its participants, and the pro-
gram maintains high standards for applicants. 
The program is highly selective. Since its incep-
tion, the program has received 6,000 applications 
and has trained 568 principals. The program re-
quires applicants to submit various documents 
that demonstrate a track record of improving stu-
dent performance as well as a mastery of instruc-
tional techniques that are effective in helping stu-
dents be more successful. Principals trained by 
New Leaders for New Schools lead schools where 
the average percent of low-income students is 76 
percent.29 Independently collected data indicate 
that New Leaders for New Schools principals lead 
schools where graduation rates are higher than 
schools in the same school district led by a princi-
pal not trained by New Leaders for New Schools.30 
Data also indicate that in two years, New Leaders 
for New Schools principals led schools where sig-
nificant achievement gains were made.31

In Illinois, the Chicago Public School system has 
initiated efforts to recruit teachers for principal-
ships more selectively through a partnership with 
the University of Illinois at Chicago. This partner-
ship grew out of a systemwide effort to close 
achievement gaps and turn around struggling 
schools. The district wanted principals whose 
preparation was rigorous and focused on the 
unique challenges of improving student achieve-

ment in urban schools. Thus, it partnered with 
the University of Illinois at Chicago to reorganize 
the university’s principal preparation program. 
Under the partnership, the university changed its 
principal preparation program from a graduate 
program to a doctoral program in urban educa-
tion leadership. The program includes three years 
of site-based coaching and three years of field as-
sessment work designed to prepare participants 
for challenging leadership posts in public schools 
where student achievement is low. 

States should consider offering local education 
agencies startup grants to pilot principal prepa-
ration academies that use selective criteria for 
admission and provide intense internship op-
portunities to prospective principals.

States should use their licensure authority to re-
quire traditional, university-based principal 
preparation programs and leadership prepara-
tion programs that have the authority to license 
principals to forge partnerships with school dis-
tricts to determine which applicants should be 
admitted to principal preparation programs. Ad-
missions standards should be high and require 
applicants to demonstrate a track record of im-
proving student achievement as a classroom 
teacher as part of the admissions requirements. 

Alternate Licensure 
Alternate licensure was designed to allow midca-
reer professionals with professional experience 
and extensive content knowledge to earn a li-
cense to teach without completing a traditional 
teacher preparation program. Currently, 48 states 
offer some type of alternate licensure for prospec-
tive teachers; however, many researchers and 
policymakers question whether states’ alternate 
routes to licensure represent a genuine alterna-
tive to traditional teacher preparation programs.32 
The National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ) 
indicates that only six states offer “genuine and 
responsible” alternate routes to licensure for 
teachers. NCTQ recommends that states im-
prove their alternate licensure routes by:
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•	 	Setting	 selective	admissions	criteria,	 such	as	
accepting students with a 2.75 GPA;

•	 	Providing	coursework	 that	 is	 relevant	 to	 the	
needs of the prospective teacher;

•	 	Providing	a	program	of	accelerated	study	that	
can be completed in two years;

•	 	Providing	 mentoring	 for	 new	 alternatively	 
licensed teachers; and

•	 	Allowing	 alternatively	 licensed	 teachers	 to	
demonstrate subject matter knowledge by 
taking an approved test.33

In terms of determining the effectiveness of 
teachers who earn licensure through an alter-
nate route, the findings are inconclusive. Some 
studies have found alternately licensed teach-
ers to be effective in improving student achieve-
ment while other studies have found the oppo-
site to be true. Given the current economic 
downturn, alternate licensure may prove to be a 
viable solution to resolving the shortages in the 
teacher workforce and an option for individuals 
who have lost jobs in other professions. This 
could be particularly effective for career switch-
ers who have content knowledge in science, 
technology, and mathematics—areas where 
teacher shortages are severe. However, states 
should evaluate alternate licensure regulations 
to ensure that those regulations represent a 
genuine alternate route to licensure and that 
those regulations provide prospective teachers 
with the requisite skills necessary to be an effec-
tive classroom teacher. 

Connecticut’s alternative licensure route is one 
of the country’s oldest and most highly regard-
ed.34 Alternate Route to Certification (ARC) in-
volves a multistep process that includes a stu-
dent teaching assignment. Connecticut currently 
offers two different types of ARC programs. The 
original model is run for approximately nine 
weeks on a full-time basis during the summer 
and is referred to as the ARC I program. In 2000, 
the ARC II Program was introduced and includes 
part-time weekend study throughout the school 
year. Both programs include pedagogy in the 

content area the teacher will teach, and the cur-
riculum focuses on both state-mandated educa-
tion topics and other areas that are especially 
important for new teachers making a career 
change into education. The coursework is cen-
tered on the Connecticut curriculum goals and 
standards frameworks. The program also offers 
professional development to graduates in the 
first and second years of teaching.

States should evaluate their alternate licensure 
routes for teachers to determine whether the 
routes are responsible and genuinely alternate, 
using the guidelines provided by the National 
Council on Teacher Quality. As with traditional, 
university-based teacher preparation programs, 
alternative teacher preparation programs 
should selectively admit candidates to programs 
and provide an appropriate balance of content 
coursework and professional coursework. 
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	 Improve	Preservice	Training	for		
Prospective	Teachers	and	Principals		
and	Reform	Licensure	Regulations

Teaching is virtually the only profession in which 
first-year professionals must meet the same pro-
fessional objectives as their more experienced 
colleagues. New teachers are responsible for 
managing a classroom of students and teaching 
a prescribed, fast-paced curriculum, often with 
little supervision or mentoring. They are held  
accountable for their students’ performance to 
varying degrees, yet they receive little to no feed-
back on their instructional practice. Not only 
does this professional anomaly make teaching a 
daunting task, but it ignores the conventional 
wisdom that guides most all professions—that 
those new to a profession need mentoring, guid-
ance, and regular feedback to become better pro-
fessionals. 

One of the primary concerns regarding teacher 
preparation program is the overemphasis on 
professional coursework in the curriculum. Re-
search indicates that although professional 
coursework is important for prospective teach-

ers, their content knowledge is the most impor-
tant factor in improving student achievement. 
Research also indicates that variances in teacher 
effectiveness are most often attributed to lack of 
content knowledge. 

Many states have taken steps to address this con-
cern. For example, New Jersey has placed limits 
on professional coursework in teacher prepara-
tion programs to ensure that prospective teach-
ers spend more time in courses that are content-
based and less time in professional courses. 

States should use their licensing authority to re-
quire teacher preparation programs to develop a 
curriculum that appropriately balances profes-
sional and content-specific coursework to better 
prepare teachers for classroom teaching.

Overall, studies that focus on using state licen-
sure examination scores as a predictive measure 
of whether a teacher will be effective cite a weak 
predictive value; however, there is some relation-
ship. Researchers suggest that rather than rely on 
licensure examination scores to predict teacher 
effectiveness, states should use test scores and 
requirements for passing licensure examinations 
as a baseline that indicates to school districts 
that a teacher is of entry-level quality.35 Currently, 
states give teachers from two to five years to pass 
licensure examinations, and only 22 states re-
quire teachers to pass licensure tests before they 
are hired or within the first year of teaching. 

States should use their licensing authority to re-
quire teachers to pass licensure examinations 
within one year of hire to provide school districts 
with baseline information about the entry-level 
quality of a teacher.

The literature on accountability and teacher 
preparation suggests that states should hold 
teacher and principal preparation programs  
accountable for the performance of the gradu-
ates they produce. Some states have acted on 
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this recommendation. Alabama and Louisiana, 
for example, base approval of teacher prepara-
tion programs on the quality of their graduates. 
Given the limited number of states that have data 
systems robust enough to implement similar ac-
countability measures for teacher preparation 
programs, this approach would require states to 
make additional investments in state data sys-
tems. These investments are necessary to link 
teachers and principals with student achievement 
data to the teacher and principal preparation pro-
grams from which they graduated. Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Ohio, and Tennessee have created 
systems that link teacher effectiveness data with 
teacher and principal preparation programs. The 
states not only collect and analyze these data, 
but they share the data with postsecondary insti-
tutions as a means to improve the quality of 
teacher and principal preparation programs. 

Overall, state efforts to change teacher and prin-
cipal preparation programs in universities have 
not fared well for a variety of reasons. While 
states are encouraged to initiate and continue 
dialogue with institutions of higher education re-
garding the quality and content of teacher and 
principal preparation programs, one way to po-
tentially expedite changes in preparation pro-
grams lies in a state’s licensure authority. States 
should consider closely examining their licensure 
regulations for both teachers and principals to de-
termine whether changes in licensure regulations 
could drive the much-needed changes in prepa-
ration programs. This approach poses some  
challenges. However, several states—Georgia,  
Kentucky, and Tennessee—have recently ap-
proached improving principal preparation by le-
veraging the state’s licensing authority to sunset 
all principal preparation programs and require 
programs to reapply for approval based on a new 
set of criteria that include specific requirements 
for internship experiences and coursework. 
Louisiana also has made changes to the licen-
sure requirements for both teachers and princi-
pals as a means to drive change in teacher and 
principal preparation programs. 

Most state licensure requirements for principals 
are based on the individual attributes of prospec-
tive principals seeking licensure rather than 
based on a competency framework that is stu-
dent learning focused.36 Just as important as de-
signing a student learning focused framework is 
changing licensure requirements to require that 
prospective principals demonstrate mastery of 
skills and competencies, as opposed to the cur-
rent approach to licensure that requires only the 
acquisition of knowledge and credentials.37 

To demonstrate the mastery of skills and compe-
tencies, internships for prospective principals 
must focus on what principals need to know and 
do to improve student achievement. They also 
must provide a prospective principal with genu-
ine opportunities to practice and lead efforts to 
improve student achievement. Prospective prin-
cipals should be placed into internships in schools 
where active efforts are underway to improve stu-
dent learning and the school principal is a strong 
instructional leader and an effective manager of 
human capital. In addition, internships must be 
supervised by university or preparation program 
personnel to ensure that prospective principals 
are able to access genuine opportunities to lead 
efforts to improve student achievement. They 
also must provide prospective principals with 
regular feedback on how to improve both their 
instructional leadership and the management of 
human capital. 

With assistance from the Wallace Foundation, 
Louisiana recently changed its internship expe-
riences for prospective principals. Degree pro-
grams are now aligned with the Louisiana State 
Standards for School Leaders and national ac-
creditation standards that focus on teaching 
and learning and school improvement. The 
graduate programs that prepare educators for 
leadership positions in Louisiana now focus  
on school improvement and place greater em-
phasis on research-based practices that have 
demonstrated their effectiveness in improving 
student achievement. 
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States can look to Tennessee as an example of 
overhauling principal preparation and licensure. 
The state board of education recently adopted 
the Tennessee Learning-Centered Leadership 
Policy. The policy was developed in response to 
the state’s desire to improve the quality of princi-
pals by redesigning licensing for school adminis-
trators. Tennessee now has specific guidelines 
for what principal internships should include. 
Among the state’s requirements are:

	•	 Mentors	for	prospective	principals;

•	 	Opportunities	to	work	with	diverse	students,	
teachers, parents, and communities;

•	 Ongoing	supervision	by	faculty;

•	 	Rigorous	formative	and	summative	standards-
based evaluations using reliable, valid stan-
dardized instruments and procedures; and 

•	 Candidate	defense	of	a	practicum	project.	

Beginning in September 2009, the Tennessee 
Board of Education will only license principals 
who have completed principal training at state-
board approved instructional leadership pro-
grams. Programs must be approved by the state 
board of education under the guidelines provid-
ed in the policy. The policy includes provisions 
that formalize district and university partner-
ships to determine who should gain admission 
into a principal preparation program. Addition-
ally, the policy stipulates that preparation pro-

grams be more rigorous, more selective, and 
aligned with new standards the board has adopt-
ed regarding instructional leadership. Programs 
also are required to develop coherent standards 
that are aligned with state accountability and 
evaluation requirements. 

Kentucky has recently made major changes to 
its licensure regulations that require all univer-
sity principal preparation programs to reapply 
for accreditation. Under the new requirements, 
all preparation programs must form partner-
ships with school districts. In addition, all new- 
ly redesigned principal preparation programs 
must be reviewed by practitioners to determine 
whether they should be accredited by the state’s 
licensing board.

To improve internship experiences for prospective 
principals, states can require (through licensing 
authority) that prospective principals spend one 
year working full-time in an internship or clinical 
experience. States should push principal prepara-
tion programs to place interns into schools where 
active efforts are underway to improve student 
learning and where a strong principal is leading 
that effort. Equally important, states should es-
tablish guidelines for university or preparation 
program supervision of the internship to ensure 
that prospective principals benefit from mentor-
ing, supervision, and regular feedback from uni-
versity or preparation program staff. 

States can use their licensing authority to push 
postsecondary institutions to redesign princi-
pal preparation programs to ensure that pro-
grams are focused on student learning and use 
national standards, such as the Interstate 
School Leaders Licensure Consortium stan-
dards (ISLLC), to guide course content and in-
ternship experiences.ii  

ii.  The Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) 
standards detail the knowledge, skills, abilities, and competen-
cies a school principal should demonstrate in their professional 
practice. For additional information, visit the Council of Chief 
State School Officers Web site at www.ccsso.org. 
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	 Work	to	Retain	the	Most	Effective		
Teachers	and	Principals

Once a teacher or principal enters into the pro-
fession and demonstrates effectiveness, it is in 
the state’s best interest to work to keep that indi-
vidual if they are an effective teacher or principal. 
It is important to note that not all teacher turn-
over is a negative occurrence. When ineffective 
teachers exit the profession, students benefit be-
cause an ineffective teacher can cost a student 
up to one school year’s loss of learning.38 Teacher 
experience is one factor that most positively in-
fluences student achievement,39 but to varying 
degrees.iii Annually, nearly 17 percent of all teach-
ers leave the classroom.40 In hard-to-staff schools, 
the teacher turnover rate is estimated at more 
than 29 percent.41 Additionally, more than half of 
all principals leave the school where they are em-
ployed within three years of hire.42  

Pay Teachers for Contributions

According to the American Federation of Teach-
ers (AFT), salaries for first-year teachers (adjust-
ed for inflation) rose just 3.3 percent from 1995 to 
2005.43 During the same 10-year period, first-year 
salary offers to students graduating with bache-
lor’s degrees in chemistry, computer science, en-
gineering, technology, or mathematics climbed 
an average of 18.8 percent.44 For policymakers to 
take advantage of the impending changes in the 
composition of the education workforce, states 
should consider restructuring compensation 
models to make them more attractive to prospec-
tive teachers. Most teacher salary schedules re-
ward teachers for their time in the classroom and 
additional coursework and degree attainment. 
While experience does influence a teacher’s effec-
tiveness, the acquisition of additional degrees 
does not.45 Compensation does not merely refer 

to salaries; it can also include benefits, retire-
ment options, student loan repayment, and tu-
ition reimbursement. 

Some states have undertaken initiatives to make 
compensation for teachers more competitive by 
offering teachers pay for their contributions. The 
term “pay for contribution” means investing 
more in teachers, through salaries, benefits, and 
bonuses for measurable contributions to student 
achievement.46 Currently, 12 states pay teachers 
for their contributions, and among these, 4 use 
teacher effectiveness as the primary factor in de-
termining the contributions a teacher makes. 
States should consider using teacher effective-
ness as the primary factor in determining the 
contributions a teacher makes to target efforts to 
retain teachers who are effective and make con-
tributions to student learning.47 However, states 
should also consider other factors when deter-
mining the contributions a teacher makes to  
student learning, such as teacher attendance, 
professional advancement via a career ladder, 
and schoolwide student achievement gains. 

Much of the research on teacher compensation 
indicates that pay for contribution initiatives are 
more successful in improving student outcomes 
when the initiatives include a varied approach to 
compensating teachers for their contributions.48 

A 2007 guide released by the NGA Center for Best 
Practices titled Improving Teaching Through Pay 
for Contribution highlighted several different ap-
proaches for paying teachers for their contribu-
tions. The guide suggests that governors should 
consider one or more of the following compensa-
tion policies:

•	 	Performance	 pay:	 significant	 bonus	 pay	 to	
teachers for gains in student learning results;

•	 	Hard-to-staff	school	pay:	additional	compen-
sation for teachers who work in high-poverty 
schools, and very significant performance re-
wards to those who contribute more to growth 
in student learning in these schools;

iii.  More teaching experience beyond teaching years 3-5 does not 
seem to improve student achievement. See: D. Goldhaber and M. 
Hansen, “Assessing the Potential of Using Value-Added Estimates 
of Teacher Job Performance for Making Tenure Decisions,” Policy 
Brief 3 (Washington, DC: Urban Institute, November 2008).
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•	 	Skill	 shortage	 pay:	 additional	 compensation	
to attract teachers in shortage areas, such as 
math, science, and special education, and very 
significant performance rewards to those who 
contribute more to student learning gains in 
the shortage areas;

•	 	Advanced	role	pay:	additional	compensation	
for advanced or “master” teaching roles—and 
teachers capable of filling them—that con-
tribute measurably more to student learning;

•	 	Skill	and	knowledge	pay:	additional	compen-
sation for specific skills that lead to proven, 
measurable gains in student learning, particu-
larly in states where teacher-level assessment 
of student gains has not been implemented;

•	 	Limited	advanced	degree	pay:	additional	com-
pensation for holders of advanced degrees 
only in fields, such as secondary mathematics, 
where such degrees have a proven effect on 
student learning; and

•	 	Retention	pay:	significant	one-time	pay	boosts	
after the early years of teaching experience to 
retain higher performers.49

Pay for contribution has received mixed reviews 
from the local school districts and states that 
have tried this approach. Some question whether 
the gains in student achievement are sufficient 

to justify the cost of such initiatives. There is lin-
gering resistance to embracing pay for contribu-
tion initiatives among teacher unions and some 
professional organizations. The resistance cen-
ters around tying teacher compensation to a lim-
ited set of student outcomes, such as end-of-
grade and end-of-course test scores. There is also 
the issue of subjectivity, which is of greater con-
cern in pay for contribution plans that use mul-
tiple measures of teacher effectiveness, some of 
which are not standardized but are open to inter-
pretation (such as classroom observations). In-
creasingly, unions are becoming more supportive 
of pay for contribution initiatives that include 
provisions that allow teachers to assume addi-
tional responsibilities as the basis for compensa-
tion. Notably, Minnesota’s and Denver, Colora-
do’s, pay for contributions initiatives have the 
support of teacher unions. 

Pay for contribution compensation models are a 
standard incentive in many other professions.50 
Research studies of these models in other areas of 
the workforce indicate that employees perform at 
higher levels when they are compensated for their 
accomplishments. Recently, several studies of pay 
for contribution compensation models in the  
education sector also have found that compensa-
tion tied to contributions do improve perfor-
mance among teachers. It should be noted that 
paying employees for performance is not intend-
ed to drive improvement, but to support improve-
ment.51 Some of the examples included in this 
guide provide bonuses to teachers and principals 
for their contributions. Bonuses are a step in the 
right direction toward redesigning compensa-
tion. However, states should consider redesigning 
compensation models, not merely providing bo-
nuses to teachers and principals on single salary 
pay schedules that do not base compensation on 
the contributions teachers make. Bonuses are 
harder to sustain over a period of time because 
they could be vulnerable when reductions in 
spending become necessary.52 States can consid-
er using the funds awarded on single salary pay 
schedules to teachers for time in the classroom 
and additional coursework and degree attain-
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ment to fund new, redesigned teacher compensa-
tion models that reward teachers for their contri-
butions to improving student achievement.53

In the current economic situation, states consid-
ering pay for contribution initiatives will experi-
ence resistance because of the costs. States inter-
ested in pay for contribution initiatives should 
consider piloting such initiatives not only be-
cause of the cost savings, but to also use the pilot 
to collect meaningful data that would be neces-
sary to scale such an initiative. Research indi-
cates that the success of a pay for contribution 
system hinges on the initiative’s composition and 
implementation—two important considerations 
a pilot project can help states understand more 
fully. Because it typically takes nine months to 
two years to build a new compensation model, 
states also should be prepared to spend a consid-
erable amount of time redesigning teacher com-
pensation models.54 The American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 provides additional 
funding for the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF). 
States can consider applying for TIF funds to 
fund teacher and principal pay for contributions 
compensation models. 

States can look to Denver, Colorado’s, Pro Comp 
as an example of a pay for contribution initiative 
that underwent extensive piloting before it be-
gan operating districtwide. States also can con-
sider partnering with philanthropic groups, as 
South Carolina has done, to begin pay for contri-
bution initiatives as pilots that can eventually be 
scaled. South Carolina’s Teacher Advancement 
Program (TAP) program is available to all school 
districts, although not all districts have elected 
to participate at this time. 

In addition, states can consider the approach  
being looked at in New York. The New York City 
public schools are considering pay for contribu-
tion salary models for teachers new to the pro-
fession as a way to slowly integrate the practice 
into the school system’s existing compensation 
structure. Single salary pay schedules typically 
pay new teachers less in the beginning and more 

as they spend more years in the classroom. New 
York City is proposing to pay new teachers more 
up front (known as “front loading”) to attract a 
more talented pool of teachers. 

In Washington, D.C., the chancellor has proposed 
allowing teachers to choose between a compen-
sation system that is based on contributions or a 
system where salaries are determined by a single 
salary pay schedule that provides fixed increases 
for a teacher’s experience and years of service. 

In South Carolina, the state’s effort to reward 
teachers for contributions has resulted in stu-
dent achievement gains in the districts that have 
elected to participate in TAP. The state funds the 
TAP program with federal funds available 
through Titles I and II (specifically, Alternative 
Technical Assistance Funds); the state’s general 
fund; the Teacher Incentive Fund; local school 
districts operations funds; and private philan-
thropy. The program is available to all school dis-
tricts, and 14 currently participate. TAP provides 
schools with an organizational framework for 
teachers to advance professionally via a career 
ladder. Teachers are compensated for improved 
student achievement and for taking on addition-
al job responsibilities. Student achievement is 
measured using value-added measures at both 
the classroom and school levels. 

TAP is showing signs of working, not only to im-
prove student achievement in South Carolina, 
but also to diminish the harmful effects of teach-
er turnover. In one middle school, teacher reten-
tion improved from 40 percent to 100 percent in 
six years. National TAP data indicate that teach-
ers in TAP schools outperform their peers in non-
TAP schools. In 2005, 40 percent of TAP schools 
had students achieving more than one standard 
error above an average year’s growth, compared 
with 32 percent in non-TAP schools.55

Minnesota’s Q Comp initiative is another exam-
ple of how teachers might be compensated for 
the contributions they make in schools. Since its 
inception in 2005, this voluntary initiative allows 
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local school districts and unions to create new 
ways to compensate teachers. Like TAP, Q Comp 
creates career ladders for teachers to allow them 
to assume more responsibility to enhance their 
careers as teaching professionals. At the district 
level, compensation schedules are redesigned to 
reward teachers for their contributions. Measur-
able student achievement goals are established 
at both the classroom and school levels. If the 
goals are met, teachers receive additional com-
pensation according to the district’s compensa-
tion schedule. In addition to gains in student 
achievement, teachers also receive compensation 
based on the outcomes of a set of teacher evalua-
tions conducted throughout the school year.

In Denver, Colorado, Pro Comp allows teachers 
to earn additional compensation not just for their 
students’ performance, but also for professional 
growth and development, favorable evaluations, 
and through what the district calls “market in-
centives.” Market incentives reward teachers for 
teaching in shortage areas and hard-to-serve 
schools. Hard-to-serve schools are those schools 
where a large percentage of students receive free 
and reduced lunch, participate in the Medicaid 
program, are receiving special education servic-
es, and speak English as a second language. 

Denver uses multiple measures to determine stu-
dent growth and performance. Teachers were 
surveyed prior to the full implementation of Pro 
Comp to determine how much of their salary 
should be tied to student performance. After five 
years of surveys and an extensive pilot program, 
teachers agreed that one percent of their salary 
should be tied to student performance. School 
counselors, librarians, special education teach-
ers, and nurses also are eligible for performance 
pay under the initiative. 

Pay Principals for Contributions

Today’s principals have a relentless schedule that 
frequently involves 70-hour work weeks with a 
variety of responsibilities.56 School principals face 

enormous pressure to maintain safety on school 
property, build consensus around the school’s vi-
sion and mission, and help teachers be effective 
in their practice. Their jobs now often depend on 
their ability to close achievement gaps and im-
prove student achievement. 

Yet, in most states that pay teachers for their 
contributions, principals are not part of the ini-
tiative, but it is important to include them.57 Pay 
for contributions for principals meets some of 
the same resistance pay for contribution initia-
tives for teachers meets. Critics of pay for contri-
bution for principals cite the unfairness of deter-
mining principal effectiveness on a single or 
limited set of student outcomes. This concern is 
particularly acute in local school districts where 
principals have little or no autonomy in their 
ability to hire and release staff.

One way states can consider compensating prin-
cipals for their contributions is evaluating a prin-
cipal’s ability to be an effective manager of human 
capital.58 Principals who act as effective manag-
ers of human capital are better able to retain ef-
fective teachers through the creation of a sup-
portive work culture and efforts to improve the 
working conditions at a school. Because princi-
pals shape the culture of schools and have daily 
interaction with teachers, they are well posi-
tioned to serve as managers of the human capital 
in a school. 

In Texas, the city of Houston provides principals 
with pay for contribution incentives. Houston’s 
incentive ties principal bonuses to the bonuses 
paid to teachers in the school. The bonuses are 
based on student performance. Principal incen-
tives in Houston can provide principals with up 
to a $9,000 bonus. Houston does not provide 
principals with “step” increases in their salaries.iv 
In Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh provides pay for 
contributions for principals based partially on 

iv.  “Step” increases are raises teachers and principals earn on single 
salary pay schedule for years of service and experience. 
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student performance. Principals can receive a 
bonus of up to $10,000 if they meet school goals 
for achievement and accept mentoring responsi-
bilities. Pittsburgh provides principals with in-
creases in base pay in addition to the bonuses 
they receive for student performance. 

Compensate Teachers Who Make  
Contributions in Hard-to-Staff Schools 

In other sectors of the workforce, such as the mil-
itary, medicine, and civil service, employers use 
market pay to determine the appropriate level of 
compensation for employees who accept posi-
tions that are difficult to fill. For example, the U.S. 
military provides signing bonuses to new recruits 
who take jobs that are difficult to fill. These bo-
nuses can total up to $40,000. Doctors who agree 
to work in rural areas where doctors are scarce 
can earn bonuses as well. 

In public schools, an abundance of challenging 
job assignments are found in “hard-to-staff ” 
schools. These schools are typically rural or urban 
schools with high concentrations of minority stu-
dents, students who are economically deprived, 
students who receive special education services, 

and students who are English language learn-
ers.59 These schools often face critical dilemmas 
in terms of teacher staffing, aside from the gen-
eral difficulties associated with recruiting teach-
ers to the profession.60 Teachers in these schools 
are often less experienced and less qualified than 
teachers in suburban areas.61 In fact, students in 
hard-to-staff schools are more likely to be taught 
by a teacher who is not certified to teach in the 
subject area they are assigned to teach.62 In hard-
to-staff schools, the variations in teacher quality 
and teacher effectiveness have a more profound 
effect on student achievement.63   

Hard-to-staff schools require a distinct set of 
skills—skills that teacher preparation programs 
largely ignore.64 Students in hard-to-staff schools 
require a teacher with strong content knowledge 
as well as a strong skill set related to effectively 
remediating students who are behind academi-
cally. They require teachers who are trained to 
handle the myriad of challenges students experi-
ence both academically and socially. Teachers in 
hard-to-staff schools need strong mentorship in 
the first three years of teaching in a hard-to-staff 
school.65 They also require professional develop-
ment that is school-based, continuous, and  
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focused on the achievement needs of students.66 
Teachers in all schools need to use data to drive 
instruction. In hard-to-staff schools, this need is 
more acute as students are frequently behind 
academically and require regular assessments 
to determine whether the remedial interven-
tions being tried are working. 

It is estimated that to attract teachers to hard-
to-staff schools, districts must be willing to pay 
a 20 to 50 percent premium.67 Additional com-
pensation for teaching in a hard-to-staff school 
should include compensation for the contribu-
tions a teacher makes toward improving stu-
dent achievement.68 However, some attempts at 
providing teachers with additional compensa-
tion to teach in hard-to-staff schools have prov-
en to be ineffective when there is a singular fo-
cus on salaries only. A singular focus on salary 
will not be enough to retain effective teachers in 
hard-to-staff schools because data on working 
conditions indicate that teachers will not re-
main in schools where the school leadership is 
weak and working conditions are poor and not 
improving over time.69 

California provides a package that includes a 
$20,000 bonus payable over four years to teach-
ers who teach in hard-to-staff schools and earn 
National Board Certification. Mississippi pro-
vides teachers in hard-to-staff schools with 
scholarships toward graduate degrees, low-cost 
housing, special interest rates on home loans, 
and assistance with moving expenses. In Ha-
waii, state lawmakers enacted the Felix Re-
sponse Plan (FRP) to provide additional com-
pensation and incentives to teachers who work 
in hard-to-staff schools. FRP includes reloca-
tion and retention bonuses for teachers who 
agree to continue working in the hard-to-staff 
schools in which they are already assigned. In 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, the district offers a 
package of incentives to teachers who agree to 
work in hard-to-staff schools. The incentives in-
clude tuition assistance for teachers pursuing a 
master’s degree, a loan for the purchase of a 
home near certain schools in the district, an an-
nual bonus, and an additional bonus tied to stu-
dent performance.

New York City and the New York Department of 
Education have collaborated to create the Teach-
ers of Tomorrow Program to recruit certified 
teachers to hard-to-staff schools. As an incentive 
to teach in these schools, teachers can qualify for 
an annual supplement (renewable for up to four 
years) of $3,400. Loan forgiveness and tuition re-
imbursement are available through this program 
as well. 

In Florida, Miami-Dade County teachers who 
work in hard-to-staff schools are paid an addi-
tional 20 percent of their base pay. The addition-
al compensation does require teachers to work 
a longer day and to work two additional weeks 
each school year. Teachers who work in hard-to-
staff schools in the county also attend additional 
professional development courses specific to the 
needs of students in hard-to-staff schools.
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Compensate Principals Who Make  
Contributions in Hard-to-Staff Schools 

Initiatives to compensate principals who take on 
challenging leadership assignments in hard-to-
staff schools are less common than ones for 
teachers. Principals in hard-to-staff schools typi-
cally find that leading a school where perfor-
mance is low is particularly difficult. In schools 
where chronic low performance is the norm, 
principals must work not only to improve stu-
dent achievement but also to change the school 
culture. Changing the culture of any organization 
is difficult, and changing the culture of schools is 
particularly hard because of the high turnover  
of teachers in hard-to-staff schools.70 Culture in 
schools is shaped by the leader and by the faculty. 
The faculty must adopt the principal’s view of 
how to shape school culture for lasting changes 
in school culture to occur. 

Arkansas pays a bonus of up to $25,000 to princi-
pals who complete the state’s Master School 
Principal program and agree to work in a hard-
to-staff school. Hard-to-staff schools in Arkansas 
are schools in need of improvement because of 
poor student achievement or those schools con-
sidered to be in academic distress. 

Pay Teachers for Contributions in  
Shortage Areas

Currently, only 28 states provide teachers with 
pay differentials to teach in shortage areas, but 
this is another way to attract teachers to the pro-
fession. Traditional areas of shortage are in math-
ematics and science. With a growing number of 
students identified for special education, teach-
ers certified to teach in this area also are in high 
demand. Higher compensation for teachers with 
high-needs certifications alone is not sufficient 
because shortages still exist. Higher compensa-
tion for teachers in shortage areas should be part 
of a compensation model that also pays teachers 
for the contributions they make toward improve-
ments in student achievement, if states are to 
sway graduates with degrees in science and 
mathematics to the teaching profession. 

Virginia’s Middle School Teacher Corps provides 
experienced mathematics teachers with the op-
portunity to earn additional money teaching 
mathematics in middle schools in Virginia where 
mathematics achievement is below the state’s 
standard or below the annual measurable objec-
tives (AMO) for NCLB. The Middle School Teach-
er Corps accomplishes three objectives: It rein-
forces the quality of mathematics instruction in 
middle schools; ensures that students receive a 
solid foundation in mathematics as they prepare 
for high school; and provides support for middle 
schools to recruit and retain more qualified 
mathematics teachers. To be eligible, teachers 
must meet six criteria that include a focus on ex-
perience and a proven record of success in teach-
ing mathematics. Eligible teachers must hold a 
bachelor’s degree or a minor in mathematics. 
School districts can offer teachers from outside 
the school district up to a $10,000 salary differen-
tial if they are accepted into the corps. Teachers 
already employed in a hard-to-staff middle school 
can earn a salary differential of up to $5,000.71 

States should consider a pay for contribution  
initiative for both teachers and principals. As an 
alternative for requesting new funding for a 
statewide initiative, states can consider piloting 
a pay for contribution initiative for a limited 
number of school districts. Funding for pilots 
should include funding for long-term data col-
lection to ensure that decisions made regarding 
scaling pilots or making changes to pilots are 
made with data. States can also consider mak-
ing participation in pay for contribution com-
pensation models optional or offering a pay for 
contribution compensation model to teachers 
new to the profession as a way to attract more 
teachers to the profession. 

States should consider compensating principals 
based on their ability to be effective managers of 
human capital. States can evaluate a principal’s 
effective human capital management by review-
ing teacher retention data and a principal’s ef-
forts to improve working conditions for teachers. 
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Pay for contribution initiatives should include 
additional compensation for teachers and prin-
cipals who accept job assignments and make 
contributions to student achievement in hard-
to-staff schools and for teachers who teach in 
shortage areas. 

States should consider redesigning teacher com-
pensation models as opposed to tying bonuses to 
single salary pay schedules that reward time in 
the classroom and additional coursework and 
degree attainment.

Build State Initiatives That Provide  
Teachers with Career Advancement  
Opportunities within the Classroom

Teachers do not have the kinds of professional 
advancement opportunities that employees in 
other sectors of the economy enjoy. Single salary 
pay schedules reward teachers for the number of 
years they have been teaching, not for their expe-
rience or expertise. In most school districts, the 
reward for effective teaching is being permitted 
to teach stronger students where class sizes are 
typically lower. Most opportunities to advance 
professionally are found outside the classroom. 
The most obvious choice for teachers who are 
looking to advance professionally is to pursue a 
principalship or to work in a central office as a 
specialist or coordinator; however, these choices 
are not viable options for individuals who want 
to continue their work in the classroom working 
directly with students. 

One way to help teachers advance in the profes-
sion without leaving the classroom is to provide 
advancement via a career ladder. In districts 
where career ladders are used, teachers earn 
additional compensation for assuming addi-
tional roles and responsibilities and demon-
strating their effectiveness. Career ladders allow 
teachers to grow professionally while keeping 
their jobs. The added responsibilities often in-
clude leadership roles assigned by the principal. 
This approach to retaining effective teachers 
provides a reciprocal benefit for both principals 

and school districts. Research on shared leader-
ship indicates that schools that endeavor to im-
prove continuously also have principals who 
share leadership responsibilities with other 
school faculty.72 Sharing leadership gives princi-
pals the opportunity to nurture teachers who 
desire to take on leadership roles in and outside 
of the school. Additionally, it provides princi-
pals with assistance leading instruction. Re-
search on this topic indicates that schools often 
waste their greatest resource, teacher-leaders. 

Arizona implemented a career ladder in 1985 as 
a way to retain effective teachers. Currently, 28 
districts in the state participate in the initiative. 
Since its inception, Arizona has independently 
evaluated the initiative to determine whether it 
has resulted in student achievement gains. Inde-
pendent evaluators reported to the Arizona De-
partment of Education that students in schools 
with career ladders achieved at higher rates than 
those in schools with no career ladders.73 

Arizona’s initiative allows teachers to earn addi-
tional compensation by demonstrating increas-
ingly higher levels of performance based on  
student achievement and instructional perfor-
mance. They also earn additional compensation 
when they assume more instructional responsi-
bilities. As teachers move up the ladder, they be-
come mentors and provide professional develop-
ment within the district. Districts develop their 
own career ladders and determine the criteria 
for a teacher to advance. 

Louisiana has not formally invested in a career 
ladder for teachers but has undertaken the chal-
lenge of providing teachers with opportunities to 
become teacher-leaders within their school and 
district through its Louisiana Educational Lead-
ers Network (LELN). The program consists of one 
year of professional development that culminates 
in a teacher receiving a Teacher Leader Endorse-
ment from the state. The program provides teach-
ers with access to professional development spe-
cifically designed to increase leadership capacity 
within Louisiana’s schools. 
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Tiered licensure is similar to a career ladder and 
allows teachers and principals to earn more ad-
vanced licenses when they demonstrate mastery 
of certain professional standards, which vary de-
pending on state policies. New Mexico has a 
three-tier licensing structure for teachers. A Tier I 
license is a provisional license only valid for three 
to five years. To move to Tier II, a teacher must 
submit a professional development dossier that 
demonstrates that they are meeting the specified 
competencies. To earn a Tier III license, teachers 
must have a master’s degree and must demon-
strate through the submission of a professional 
development dossier (PDD) that they are meeting 
the competencies for Tier III licensure. The state 
Department of Education is responsible for re-
viewing the PDD. 

Tennessee recently adopted a four-tier licensing 
structure as part of a total revision of licensing for 
principals. Principals can now earn an “exemplary 
leadership license” with the approval of the dis-
trict superintendent and the state Department of 
Education-appointed leadership council. 

States should consider creating career ladders 
for teachers and principals. Career ladders 
should be a component of pay for contribution 
compensation models. 

Evaluate Teachers and Principals  
and Their Effectiveness 

Most employees in the workforce are evaluated 
annually by their employer. In many fields, this 
evaluation determines whether an employee gets 
a raise and in some cases, determines whether 
an employee is terminated. In public education, 
annual evaluations are not a standard profes-
sional practice. In fact, only 14 states require that 
teachers be evaluated annually. Twenty-two 
states do not require a classroom observation as 
part of a teacher’s evaluation. Both annual and 
periodic evaluations conducted throughout the 
school year are necessary to not only monitor a 
teacher’s instructional practice, but also to pro-

vide valuable information about how a principal 
can help a teacher become more effective. They 
also help principals identify the professional de-
velopment needs of a teacher. In addition to re-
quiring annual and periodic evaluations, states 
should also focus on deciding what is actually 
evaluated. Research indicates that teachers 
should be evaluated partly or entirely based on 
evidence that students have learned what has 
been taught. Evaluation is also an important 
component of pay for contribution initiatives be-
cause they require development of systems to 
measure the contributions a teacher or principal 
is able to make toward improving student 
achievement.74 

There is no perfect measure of teacher effective-
ness. However, one way to determine the contri-
butions a teacher makes to a student’s achieve-
ment is to use value-added measures.75 Value- 
added assessments measure a student’s academic 
growth over a period of time (usually from the  
beginning to the end of the school year). Being 
able to measure teacher effectiveness is essential 
for states looking for ways to retain effective teach-
ers and principals. Evaluations of teachers and 
principals should include other measures as well, 
such as classroom observations for teachers and 
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human capital management objectives for princi-
pals such as improving teacher retention and 
working conditions.

Only a few states use value-added measures to 
evaluate teacher effectiveness. For states to de-
velop value-added measures requires the pro-
duction and maintenance of a longitudinal data 
system. The Data Quality Campaign (DQC) pro-
vides guidance about elements needed in a data 
system to implement value-added measures. 
These include:

•	 A	unique	identifier	for	each	student;

•	 	The	ability	for	the	database	to	match	students	
and their achievement from year to year; and 

•	 	The	 ability	 to	 match	 students	 and	 their	
achievement year to year with teachers.

Only 15 states now have longitudinal databases 
that include all three elements. The element that 
states are least likely to have is the identifier for 
teachers. 

 Currently under NCLB, states are not permitted 
to use value-added measures for the purpose of 
determining whether students and schools reach 
annual measurable objectives. However, Tennes-
see received permission from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education to pilot the use of value-added 
measures for NCLB in November 2005. School-
level data are used primarily to change instruc-
tion to improve student progress. Principals also 
can use the data in making strategic decisions 
about what professional development teachers 
need. Tennessee has been using value-added  
measures since 1992 and is considered a national 
leader in using them to track student progress 
and teacher effectiveness. 

Florida evaluates teacher and principal effec-
tiveness based on evidence of student learning. 
Financial incentives are built into the evaluation 
system known as the Merit Award Program for 
Instructional Personnel and School-Based Ad-
ministrators. School districts develop Merit 
Award Program criteria annually, with guidance 
from statute. The amount of the salary supple-
ment that teachers and principals can receive 
under this program varies depending on the 
district, but it must be at least 5 percent and 
cannot exceed 10 percent. The Florida legisla-
ture, not localities, funds the salary supple-
ments. Up to 60 percent of a teacher’s or princi-
pal’s evaluation must be based on student 
performance on a state-administered test or 
other standardized tests. The other 40 percent 
of the evaluation is based on criteria that the 
district establishes, such as maintaining disci-
pline, the ability to deliver high-quality instruc-
tion, and maintaining collaborative relationships 
with parents and the community. Principals also 
must demonstrate the ability to recruit and re-
tain high-performing teachers and manage hu-
man and other resources. 
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The National Association of Secondary School 
Principals recommends that multiple measures 
be used to evaluate principals, including state  
assessments, end-of-course exams, self-assess-
ments, supervisor site visits, climate surveys, 
teacher evaluations, and teacher retention and 
transfer rates. States should also consider evalu-
ating principals on their ability to improve work-
ing conditions. 

Using legislative authority, states should require 
teachers and principals to be evaluated both an-
nually and periodically throughout the school 
year. Teacher and principal evaluations should 
be based primarily on student achievement but 
should include other measures as well. 

Survey Working Conditions and Use  
the Data to Improve Them

Feedback from multiple teacher surveys con-
firms that pay is not enough to entice effective 
veteran educators to stay in the public school 
workforce. To attract and retain the most effec-
tive educators—both teachers and principals—
working conditions must be evaluated and im-
proved.76 This is especially important in hard-  
to-staff schools where the challenge to improve 
student achievement is greater. 

State education leaders should invest in surveys 
that obtain information about how teachers and 
principals perceive their working conditions. The 
data collected should be used to improve work-
ing conditions to both attract and retain effective 
teachers and school leaders. 

One of the ways to do this is by funding the de-
sign and dissemination of educator working con-
ditions surveys. North Carolina has conducted 
surveys of educators about their school condi-
tions every other year since 2002. Research has 
consistently demonstrated that the presence or 
absence of certain working conditions can im-

pact student performance and teacher reten-
tion.77 The state has used the results to inform 
several policy reforms to enhance teaching 
conditions. For example:

•	 	New	 standards	 have	 been	 written	 for	
North Carolina principals and teachers 
that incorporate elements of improved 
working conditions. All teacher and prin-
cipal preparation programs must meet 
these standards as part of accreditation. 
Additionally, the state has created new 
evaluation systems for principals and 
teachers, and the survey results are used 
as a data artifact to ensure that principals 
distribute leadership and that teachers 
are leaders in their classrooms, schools, 
and the profession.

•	 	Analyses	and	technical	assistance	for	low-
wealth and low-performing schools also 
have been implemented to ensure school 
improvement plans address concerns 
raised in the survey. 

•	 	Professional	 development	 has	 been	 pro-
vided to all incoming principals about 
strategies to improve teacher recruitment, 
retention, and working conditions

States can build on North Carolina’s ap-
proach to aligning working conditions with 
the preferences expressed by today’s top tal-
ent by paying greater attention to the quality 
of school leadership. In particular, states 
need to pay closer attention to the role school 
leadership plays in the retention of effective 
teachers. Teachers report that one of the rea-
sons they are likely to stay at a school is the 
quality of the principal and his or her effec-
tiveness in providing a safe, nurturing envi-
ronment. In North Carolina, the most effec-
tive teachers said in surveys that the quality 
of their principal would be the deciding fac-
tor in their decision to continue their career 
in the classroom. 
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The New Teacher Center replicated the working 
conditions survey in Alabama, Illinois, Kansas, 
Maine, Massachusetts, West Virginia, and 
Fairfax County, Virginia, in 2008 and is working 
in 2009 in Colorado, Maryland, and Vermont. 
In all of these states, surveys also asked princi-
pals specific questions about their working con-
ditions to better understand the dynamics and 
organizational link between teachers and prin-
cipals. 

One of the working conditions that principals 
cite as barriers to their effectiveness is a lack  
of autonomy.78 In particular, principals say they 
need autonomy when making decisions about 
staff. Studies have shown that student achieve-
ment improves when the majority of teachers are 
hired by a school’s current principal. In fact, stu-
dent achievement is linked to the number of 
teachers in the school who have been hired by 
the sitting principal.79 The Thomas Fordham In-
stitute, in collaboration with the American Insti-
tutes for Research, released a report in 2007 con-
cerning principals’ perceptions about their 
autonomy with respect to leading a school. Over-
whelmingly, principals reported the need for 
more autonomy in the following:80 

•	 	Determining	 the	number	and	 type	of	 faculty	
and staff;

•	 Hiring	new	teachers;

•	 Assigning	teachers;

•	 Transferring	unsuitable	teachers;	and	

•	 Discharging	unsuitable	teachers.	

Another working condition issue that makes 
school leadership challenging is the lack of time 

for principals to spend leading instruction. This 
issue is most acute in hard-to-staff schools 
where strong instructional leadership is most 
vital.  

In Kentucky, the Wallace Foundation is funding 
the School Administration Manager (SAM) proj-
ect. The SAM project is designed to assist princi-
pals with the management tasks that frequently 
consume inordinate amounts of their day. It frees 
time for principals to spend leading instruction 
by providing the school with an individual who 
handles the administrative tasks that principals 
find to be time-consuming distractions from lead-
ing instruction. In addition, the project teaches 
principals how to use time more wisely, so that 
principals use the additional time serving as the 
school’s instructional leader. Funds to support 
the professional development and data collection 
aspects of the program are provided by Wallace, 
and school districts agree to fund the SAM posi-
tions. Data use is an important element of the 
project; principals have to use data about how 
they spend their own time to inform future deci-
sions about time allocation and management. 
Principals in the SAM project report having more 
time to spend with teachers to provide them with 
individual leadership that ultimately improves 
student outcomes and teacher quality. 

States should develop working conditions surveys 
for teachers and principals. States also should 
consider how they will use the data collected 
from the surveys to improve working conditions. 
States can reward districts, schools, and princi-
pals who demonstrate a high level of responsive-
ness in addressing the concerns of their individ-
ual teachers and principals. 
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Conclusion

The strategies and policy recommendations contained in this guide are 
not panaceas for the dilemmas of contemporary public education; how-
ever, in conjunction with strong statewide leadership and collaboration 
with the appropriate stakeholders, they are necessary to begin to change 
public education at its most basic level—the education workforce. 

Many of the recommendations in this guide are cost-neutral. They in-
volve changing regulations as a means to build a high-quality education 
workforce. They also require states to examine existing funding priori-
ties to determine whether funds should be shifted to strategies that are 
proven to improve student achievement and away from priorities that 
have failed to produce measurable gains in student achievement. Some 
of the recommendations require new investments as well as long-term 
planning to sustain. Whether a state undertakes cost-neutral approach-
es to building a high-quality education workforce or invests in recom-
mendations that require new funding, each state must make a commit-
ment to building and maintaining robust data systems. Data systems are 
essential to evaluate existing policies to determine if the financial in-
vestments a state is making are producing a strong return on the invest-
ment. States must be willing to use data in much in the same way that 
school principals are asked to use data—to identify the problem, to se-
lect an approach for improvement, to evaluate the merits and results of 
the approach, and to make changes when the approach is not working. 

Governors must decide how to approach the imperative for improving 
the education workforce, given the fiscal challenges every state currently 
faces. As this guide suggests, it will be necessary to approach improving 
the education workforce comprehensively. Using this guide as menu of 
options for states is not the intent of the publication. Rather, the intent of 
this guide is for states to recognize the interrelated nature of the three 
strategies and how the strategies in concert with one another can make 
measurable changes in the composition of the education workforce. It 
will be necessary to deploy strong strategists to craft initiatives that are 
comprehensive and include a variety of both cost-neutral approaches 
and approaches that will require new and sustainable investments. These 
changes will require governors to enlist the support of influential indi-
viduals in bending public, political, and professional will. This will be es-
pecially important because many of the least effective practices in edu-
cation are the most firmly entrenched within the profession. This effort 
also will require the inclusion of a variety of stakeholders whose consul-
tation and support will be invaluable.
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As states consider implementing the strategies 
in this guide, they must be mindful of a crucial 
tool needed to make strategic decisions—data. 
State efforts to recruit, prepare, and retain teach-
ers and principals are worthwhile investments, 
but without data to substantiate the case for this 
investment, the political and public will to sus-
tain them might be lost, especially given the cur-
rent economic situation. Additionally, the data 
are essential to states committed to making stra-
tegic investments in the education workforce as 
a means to improve student achievement. Over-
all, robust data systems that link teachers and 
principals with student-level data provide states 
with an abundance of information that can be 
used to: 

•	 	Determine	 what	 elements	 of	 selectivity	 are	
most useful in terms of improving student 
achievement; 

•	 	Pay	teachers	and	principals	for	their	contribu-
tions;

•	 	Provide	 information	 about	 what	 incentives	
are most effective in getting teachers and prin-
cipals to teach in and lead the most challeng-
ing schools; and

•	 	Answer	questions	about	what	works	in	terms	
of teacher and principal preparation, as well 
as what does not work. 

The development of data systems that provide 
states with the information they need to strategi-
cally invest in human capital require financial 
resources and time. However, as the demand for 
accountability in public education grows, so too, 
does the need to collect a wide range of data both 
at the student and educator levels. 
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